
Hacking The World 04 - Replace String On Model 105r Ryobi Trimmer:

       On the Model 105r Ryobi Trimmer, you don't have to remove the Head 

assembly. It has two arrows, one on the outside ring, one on the inside ring 

(spool). You align the two arrows. Cut two pieces of line to the same length 

(should take up to 8+ feet but you may want to keep it shorter, about 4 

feet). Push one piece through the hole it usually dispenses from until it 

comes up through the center (this only works when the arrows are aligned) 

and anchor the end by pushing through the smallest hole and pulling the line

snug. Repeat on the other side. Turn the outer ring counter clockwise to wind

both lines onto the internal spool, make sure both lines are the same length 

and turn the inside head assembly until just 4 inches is outside the head.

One of the reasons to keep the line shorter than the recommended length is 

for those annoying times where one line snaps off so short you can't get it 

back out of the spool. Then just lift the spool high enough to get hold of the 

line and unwind it. Push to bump knob until the other line is fully dispensed. 

Then, with the arrows aligned, put the line that broke too short back in and 

rewind both onto the spool.
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